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Abstract: 

Wireless networks are computer networks that are not connected by cables of any kind. The use of wireless network enables 

enterprises to avoid the costly process of introducing cables into buildings or as a connection between different equipment locations. 

Wireless networks are susceptible to many attacks. One such specific attack is a grayhole attack in which malicious node fals ely  

claiming it as having the fresh and shortest path to the destination. In the in itial stage it uses a proactive architecture, i.e . uses a Bait id  

concept for the detection of malicious nodes present in the network. Upon the completion of init ial stage it switches to reac tive 

defense strategy. The secure routing protocol resulted in increased packet delivery ratio and red uced overhead ratio. The security 

problems are arises in the network since its topology is dynamic. Hence the proposed system uses security mechanism for efficient  

packet transmission. In the proposed system, the mobile node communicates with its peer through a longer path via a home agent. 

Mobile node directly communicates with its peer even the node moves to a new location. The communicat ion is performed by 

security implementation with the routing mechanism. Simulation results show that the proposed system prevents the attacker to 

establish false connection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Mobile IP is designed on the idea that mobility support is 

provided on the top of existing IP infrastructure, so that 

modifications are not required to the routers, the applications or 

the stationary end hosts [1]. Keeping this in view, d ifferent 

approaches were proposed from different authors for securing 

the communication between the mobile node and its home agent 

and between the mobile node and its correspondent node. In this 

paper our concern is to make the communication secure between 

the mobile node and the correspondent node. So it is assumed 

that the MN and the HA communicates securely over a secure 

channel. In this regard, we proposed a protocol which works 

against the major security threats. Our goal is to make the 

communicat ion between MN and CN as secure as IPv4 today[2]. 

DSR [4] involves two main processes: Route discovery and 

Route maintenance. To execute the route discovery phase, the 

source node broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) packet through 

the network. If an intermediate node has routing information to 

the destination in its route cache, it will reply with RREP to the 

source node. When the RREQ is forwarded to a node, the node 

adds its address information into the route record in the RREQ 

packet. When destination receives the RREQ, it can know each 

intermediary node’s address among the route. The destination 

node relies on the collected routing information among the 

packets in order to send a reply RREP message to the source 

node along with the whole routing informat ion of the established 

route. DSR does not have any detection mechanism, but the 

source node can get all route information concerning the nodes 

on the route. In our approach, we make use of this  feature. 

For security consideration, conventional encryption used the 

same key for encryption and decryption. This is not necessary 

condition; instead it is possible to develop a cryptographic 

system that relies on one key for encryption and a different but 

related key for decryption. 

 

II. EXIS TING S YSTEM 

 

In existing system, mobility support is provided on the top of the 

existing IP in frastructure. There are various security approaches 

are used in the existing system for the communication between 

the mobile node and home agent. When the mobile node 

receives the first tunneled message, the mobile node informs 

correspondent node about its new location. The correspondent 

node stores the binding between the home address and care-of-

address into binding cache. The Mobile IP allows for location-

independent routing of IP datagrams on the Internet. Each 

mobile node is identified by its home address disregarding its 

current location in  the Internet. While away from its home 

network, a mobile node is associated with a care-of address 

which identifies its current location and its home address is 

associated with the local endpoint of a tunnel to its home agent. 

Mobile IP specifies how a mobile node registers with its home 

agent and how the home agent routes datagrams to the mobile 

node through the tunnel. The greatest challenge was the number 

of increasing users with  variety   of    services    and    mobile   

devices   on   a    wireless  communication  when  moving from  

home  area  network  to  the  foreign  network.  In such a 

situation, the mobile node also interacts    with   the   home 
network. 

Disadvantages: Security is less. Routing is not efficient. 

Reliab ility is not achieved. 
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III. PROPOS ED S YS TEM 

 

The traditional cryptography hash function schemes that provide 

authentication and data privacy do not detect when an internal 

node provides false routing information, or where a node does 

not cooperate with the other nodes to save its resources. For 

achieving better data confidentiality then the existing system 

Propose Data confidentiality based trust calculation. Data 

Confidentiality is whether the informat ion stored on a system is 

protected against unintended or unauthorized access. Since 

systems are sometimes used to manage sensitive informat ion, 

Data Confidentiality is often a measure of the ability of the 

system to protect its data. Because the informat ion passed from 

source to destination may contains valuable information.  In 

large area network the attackers may have the way to steal the 

valuable data which is sent by source. The traditional 

cryptography schemes that provide authentication and data   

privacy do not detect when an internal node provides false 

routing information. It performs secure routing between the 

source and destination by including the certificate authority. 

When acting as transmitter, a mobile node sends packets directly 

to the other communicating node, without sending the packets 

through the home agent, using its permanent home address as the 

source address for the IP packets. This is known as triangular 

routing or "route optimizat ion" (RO) mode. 

 

ADVANTAGES : 

Achieves efficient and secure transmission. 

Reliab ility is increased. 

Routing performance is increased. 

IV. S ECURING ROUTE OPTIMIZATION 

 

Figure.1. Securing route optimization 

Now we modify the idea and we say that CN sends a Nonce to 

the MN. As shown in Fig.1, When the CN receives the packet; it 

decrypts the packet by its private key and gets the BU out of the 

packet. CN then generates a Nonce and sends this Nonce directly 

to MN, to verify that whether the MN’s address is same as 

mentioned in BU. MN will reply to CN by sending the same 

Nonce. This proves to the CN that the mobile is able to receive 

messages sent to the new care-of address. This mechanism is 

called return-routability (RR) test for the care-of address [7]. 

Now attacker cannot launch Replaying Binding Updates Attack, 

because the attacker cannot re-authenticate the BU message, as 

correspondent will not receive any acknowledgement (Nonce) 

from MN’s old address, so CN will not authenticate the address. 

Basic Denial-of- Service Attacks are still possible because the 

attacker can init iate the communication and sends the false BU. 

When CN will send Nonce to verify the target position, and then 

attacker steals the packet and sends the same Nonce to the 

correspondent. The CN will verify and start sending traffic to the 

unwanted node. This attack becomes more severe when the 

attacker in itiates CN to send the video stream to the target. Some 

readers may say that CN will soon stop transmitting the video 

stream because it does not receive acknowledgments from the 

target node. Unfortunately, this does not work much because the 

attacker can spoof the acknowledgments. In this case, the 

attacker init iates the communication and received the first 

packets of the data stream; so it knows the initial TCP sequence 

numbers and can spoof TCP acknowledgments. The attacker 

only needs to send one acknowledgment per TCP window, 

which will cause CN to send a large data stream to the target. As 

recipient of unwanted TCP packets usually sends a TCP Reset 

signal to the source of the packets, which puts in immediate stop 

to the data stream. So readers may say that target can stop the 

communicat ion by sending TCP Reset signal. Unfortunately, this 

does not work as well in our case. The packets sent by CN to the 

target have a routing header that says the packets are intended 

for HA [6]. When the IP layer in the target stack processes the 

routing header, it encounters a strange address i.e. home address 

of the target, and drops the packet without ever processing the 

following TCP header. Thus, no TCP Reset will ever be sent. 

This problem can be tackled by securing the communication 

between MN and CN while BU is being authenticated. 

Request = [EncCN_pub ( BU + MN_Pub Key)] EncMN_Pub 

(Nonce) EncCN_Pub (Nonce) MN sends its BU message and its 

public key, both encrypted by the public key of the CN. CN 

generates the Nonce and sends it by encrypting with the public 

key of MN, where MN decrypts the message and gets the Nonce 

and verifies that desired CN had replied. It then sends the same 

Nonce, encrypted by the public key of CN, to CN. Where CN 

decrypts the message and gets back the same Nonce, which it 

sent to MN. Now CN can now that MN is actually moved to the 

new location and its new location is also verified. Now attacker 

cannot launch Basic Denial-of-Service Attacks and Basic 

Flooding Attacks because the communication between MN and 

CN is secured while BU is being authenticated, so attacker 

cannot send spoofed BU, because the destination address in BU 

is authenticated securely. In this way our protocol works against 

major threats in the MIPV6. 
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V. System Architecture 

 

 
Figure.2.System architecture  

 

A. Network model: 

 

The network is formed with number of nodes in a specific 

transmission range with constant bit-rate and operate in Omni 

directional mode. Each node selects the neighbor node within its 

transmission range to form a sender–receiver pair. When nodes 

generate packet, it transfers to the destination through the 

intermediate nodes. The network monitors these type of issue 

and perform the rectifying techniques. 

 

B. Routing procedures 

 

The source node finds the route to transfer the packet. This is 

achieved through by the routing of packets in which the route is 

find out by the RREQ and RREP messages from the nodes. The 

mesh node forwards the RREQ to the next intermediate node. 

That intermediate node further forwards the request to the next 

node or base station. By the RREP to the source node, it will 

establish the channel. 

Three messages types are used in the routing such as: 

 

Route request (RREQ): When a route to a new destination is 

needed, the node uses a broadcast RREQ to find a route to the 

destination. A route can be determined when the RREQ reaches 

either the destination itself, or an intermediate node with a “fresh 

enough” route to the destination. 

 

Route Reply (RREP): The route is made available by b 

unicasting a RREP back to the source of the RREQ .Since each 

node receiving the request caches a route back to the source 

request, the RREP can be uncast back from the destination to the 

source. 

 

Route Error (RERR): Nodes moniter the link status of next 

hops in active routes. When a link break in an act ive route is 

detected, A RERR messages is used to notify other nodes that 

the loss of that link has occurred. The RERR messages indicates 

which destination are now unreachable due to the loss of link.  

C. Security Implementation 

 

The security is mainly focused since the misbehaving 

(malicious) nodes may damage the network. The security 

mechanis ms are included in the network by using encryption and 

decryption techniques. In that, the source node is transmitted the 

packet with encrypting procedures. With that key, the destination 

node will decrypt it. For this security implementation we use the 

Public key (or two key or asymmetric key) cryptography. A 

Public key, which may known by anybody, and can be used to 

encrypt the messages and verify signature. It is related a private 

key known only to the recipient, used to decrypt the messages, 

and sign (create) signature. In feasible to determine private key 

from public (requires solving hard problem).It is asymmetric 

because those who encrypt the messages or verify signatures 

cannot decrypt messages or create signature. It follows the 

following steps. 

1. Each system generate a pair of keys. 

2. Each system publishes its encryption key (public key) keeping 

its companion key private. 

3. If A wishes to send a message to B it encrypts the messages 

using B’s Public key.  

4. When B rectifies the messages, it decrypts the message using 

its private key. No one else can decrypt the message because 

only B knows its private key. 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYS IS  

 

Packet Delivery Ratio: Many protocols in wireless sensor 

networks use packet delivery ratio (PDR) as a metric to select 

the best route, transmission rate or power.  

 

Packet Overhead: It takes to transmit data on a packet-switched 

network. Each packet requires extra bytes of format information 

that is stored in the packet header, which, combined with the 

assembly and disassembly of packets, reduces the overall 

transmission. 

 

Routing Cost: In packet switching networks, routing directs 

packet forward ing (the transit of logically addressed packets 

from their source toward their ultimate destination) through 

intermediate nodes. 
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VII. CONCLUS ION 

 

The proposed system uses secure routing procedures  for 

achieving optimization in routing schemes. Additionally, a  

performance comparison between Mobile IPv6 and some of its 

proposed enhancements (Hierarchical Mobile IPv6).The security 

is achieved by the allocating public key using certificate 

authority. Simulation results show that the proposed system 

achieves efficient  
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